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Abstract

E-cigarette usage has grown significantly in the last few years, with special health concerns for
underage usage. In response to this growing public health crisis, various states have enacted higher
taxes to deter usage. Since underage usage is illegal, it is difficult to find data on their usage, and
hence estimate the impact of these taxes. We exploit within - and across-state variation of publicly
available 388,593 user-posted images on social media from Jan 2016 - Dec 2018 to measure the
impact of greater taxes on underage posting behavior. This posting behavior is a rough proxy for
influencing and normalizing behavior, and possibly for consumption behavior among underage
population. We use an ensemble of image analysis methods - Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017)
and Aggregated Residual Neural Networks (Xie et al., 2017) to detect underage posters, and
other demographics. Importantly, we develop methods to measure disguised posting of usage
images, given their purported utilization by underage users. By using generalized synthetic
controls (Xu, 2017), we find that the states with higher taxes - Pennsylvania and California-saw
a decline in underage e-cigarette posts. California’s decline is preceded by an increase in disguised
posting, and Pennsylvania’s decline is accompanied by increased engagement for the underage
posts. States with lower taxes - Kansas and West Virginia- saw no changes in underage posting.
We also examine tax impact on posting by gender and race, given concerns of unequal health
outcomes for particular groups. Our proposed approach of measuring e-cigarette posting behavior
using social media images is likely to be of interest to regulators, managers, and businesses.
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1 Introduction

E-cigarettes are battery operated devices that vaporize liquids to deliver nicotine infused aerosols, and

their usage is referred to as vaping.1 Vaping has increased dramatically in the last few years,2 and the

US Surgeon General report on e-cigarettes raises concerns that vaping among youth and young adults has

reached alarming levels.3 This is worrisome to regulators as these products contain addictive nicotine, posing

severe health consequences, and is reversing decades-long trend of declining underage smoking. Reliable data

on underage consumption is not available since their consumption is illegal due to minimum age sales laws.

Other data sources such as large-scale national surveys are expensive and time consuming to conduct, and

researchers have traditionally relied on smaller-scale survey (Barrington-Trimis et al., 2016; Soneji et al.,

2017). We propose studying images of vaping posted on a leading social media site. This posting behavior

is a rough proxy for influencing and normalizing behavior, and possibly for consumption behavior among

underage population.

We are especially interested in examining the effect of tax policies on posting behavior. We investi-

gate state-wide regulations of California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia that impose taxes on

e-cigarette products, and estimate their impact on vaping posting behavior from publicly available user-

posted images on a leading social media website in the US. We detect posting user’s age, gender, race, as

well as disguising (emoji overlay) in images, an important confounding factor,4 using an ensemble of image

analysis from methods in computer vision – Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) and Aggregated Residual Neural

Networks (Xie et al., 2017). Managers and regulators are likely to be concerned with underage vaping posts

as well as their disguising on social media since this deters their efforts to denormalize youth vaping. Addi-

tionally, tax impact on posting by gender and race will be of importance to regulators and managers given

the‘ concerns of unequal health outcomes for minority groups.

Our dataset consists of 388,593 scraped social media images that span the duration of Jan 2016 – Dec

2018. From these images we extract social media postings posters’ age, gender, race, and disguising (emoji

overlay). To detect these demographics, we use Aggregated Residual Neural Networks (Xie et al., 2017) on

UTKFace and FairFace datasets, and achieve a test-set accuracy of 93.2% for underage detection, 97.8%

for gender detection, and 86.37% average precision for race detection. To detect disguising, we use Mask

R-CNN (He et al., 2017)on an RA-annotated dataset of 5,040 images, and achieved test-set accuracy of

1See for e.g. National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2020, Vaping Devices (Electronic Cigarettes)
2Barshad, A., April 7, 2018. The juul is too cool. New York Times
3U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2016, E-cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults - A Report of the

Surgeon General
4See for e.g. Daily Mail, Revealed: How teenagers use secret emoji code to deal Class A drugs on Snapchat and Instagram

as gangs target ’digital savvy’ school pupils, July, 2017; Drug Addiction Now, Emojis Give Youth a New Way to Communicate
About Substance Abuse, Oct 2018
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95.15%. We estimate the causal effect of tax policies on posting behavior using the generalized synthetic

controls method (Xu, 2017).5 We find that the states with higher taxes - Pennsylvania and California were

effective in deterring underage vaping posts on social media. California’s decline in underage posting is

preceded by increased disguised posts, and Pennsylvania’s decline in underage posting is accompanied by

increased engagement. Kansas and West Virginia, with lower taxes, did not see lower underage vaping

image posting behavior. Kansas had an increase in posts with race: Black. Our conjecture for this unusual

result is a possible confound – in 2015, a year prior to vaping tax in 2016, Kansas increased its cigarette

tax significantly, by 63%. The cigarette industry has historically advertised heavily to Blacks, resulting in

greater rates of consumption. We would need consumption data for both e- and regular cigarettes to verify

our conjecture. Regardless, from a regulatory point of view, increased posting by Blacks post-tax is likely

worrisome.

We advance image literature - we estimate disguising behavior from images and construct a labeled

dataset for disguising. Our work builds on a growing literature in marketing that uses images to address

questions of interest to marketers (Burnap et al., 2019; Dew et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2017).

Managers might find useful our methods of detecting and flagging inappropriate usage of their products,

since heightened regulatory oversight poses significant risk to business viability. Regulators can monitor

whether the taxes are effective in denormalizing youth vaping on social media.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the e-cigarette industry and state

tax policies. In Section 3, we discuss relevant literature. In Section 4, we discuss the data. In Section 5, we

discuss the image analysis and causal inference methods. In Section 6 presents the results, and we conclude

in Section 7.

2 Electronic Cigarettes and State-Wide Taxes in the US

Electronic cigarettes were a $3.6 Billion industry in 2018 in the US,6 with JUUL, that was launched in

2015, accounting for $1 Billion in sales in 2018.7 Regulators are concerned with its rising popularity as

vaping among teenagers and youth has reached alarming levels, and research has yet to reach a consensus

on whether vapor products are as harmful as (or more harmful) cigarettes. From the perspective of the

managers and investors of firms in this industry, this heightened regulatory concern poses significant risk to

their businesses’ viability as regulators have restricted their product sales, and are debating the possibility

of banning e-cigarettes entirely.

Monitoring taxes imposed to restrict usage of e-cigarettes would be of critical interest to both regulators

5We find similar results with difference-in-difference estimators - see Online Appendix A.3.
6Statista, Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) dollar sales in the United States from 2014 to 2018 (in billion U.S. dollars)
7Reuters, Altria says Juul sales skyrocket to $1 billion in 2018, Jan 31, 2019
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and managers. Many states have passed legislation that treat vaping as equivalent to smoking and imposes

additional restrictions. Of the key states in US, states of California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West

Virginia passed taxes on e-cigarettes.8 California amended the definition of the term “smoking” to include

vaporization-based devices and increased taxes by 27.3% of wholesale cost in April 2017.9 Kansas enforced

a tax of $0.20/milliliter of e-liquid for e-cigarettes starting July 2016, with somewhat mixed design and

implementation.10 Pennsylvania enforced a tax of 40% of wholesale price starting August 2016.11 West

Virginia added a $.075/milliliter of e-liquid for e-cigarettes starting July 2016.12 A typical pack of four

Juul pods contains 2.8 milliliter of e-liquid13 and thus became subject to $0.56 tax in Kansas and $0.21 in

West Virginia. While we do not have wholesale prices for Juul pods, assuming a conservative 75% margin

for retailers leads to a wholesale price of $4 per pack that retails at $16. This corresponds to conservative

estimates of per pack tax of $1.09 increase in California and $1.60 tax in Pennsylvania. Thus, we note that

Pennsylvania and California introduced much higher taxes than the states of Kansas and West Virginia.

We investigate the impact of these tax policies on vaping posting behavior on social media. Specifically, we

estimate the prevalence of underage vaping, identify the demographics of individuals in posts, and estimate

the extent of disguising from social media images. We plan to extend our study to include the recent stricter

regulations enacted by the states of New York, Massachusetts, and Michigan in September 2019, and also

estimate the interaction of these regulations with the COVID health crisis of 2020. From a managerial

perspective, firms can use near real-time images data to detect inappropriate usage of their vape products.

Regulators will also be interested in the impact of regulation on social media posting behavior as they

monitor denormalization of vaping among youth. Deep learning methods from computer vision literature

are particularly suited to extract these variables which traditional structured data lack, and large-scale

surveys are often expensive to conduct. This motivates the need to study e-cigarettes using image analysis.

3 Literature Review

Three areas of research are related to our work. The first stream of literature relevant to our work is the

growing literature in marketing that uses images and image analysis methods. These include developing new

8Note that Minnesota enacted taxes on e-cigarettes in 2013, and in 2015 the states of Delaware, Louisiana, and North
Carolina also enacted taxes. We are unable to analyze these policies given the limitation of time span since most of our data
are on / after Q2, 2015. We exclude these four states in all our analysis.

9CNBC: Feds give big tobacco new headache as California taxes proving hazardous to cigarette sales, July 28, 2017
10Kansas Health Institute (2016), E-Cigarette Policy, Regulation and Marketing (February 2016). Kansas later revisited its

taxes and reduced the tax to 5 cents / ml, offering credit to retailers who might have already paid these taxes and delayed
effective date to July 1, 2017. See: E-Cigarette Tax Fix Moves Forward In Kansas, KCUR, April 2017. For our analysis
purposes, we consider July 1, 2016 as the tax enactment date.

11Pennsylvania Department of Revenue (2016): Other Tobacco Products Tax
12West Virginia State Tax Department: E-cigarette Liquids Excise Tax FAQ
13Juul: Discover More About JUULpods & Flavors
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product designs and predicting customer aesthetic appeals (Burnap et al., 2019), logo creation (Dew et al.,

2019), presence of human faces in images and engagement on Twitter (Li and Xie, 2020), brand features from

social media images (Liu et al., 2020), and image features and rental demand on Airbnb (Zhang et al., 2017).

We differ from the above papers as we combine image analysis methods with causal inference. Furthermore,

our methodological contribution is detecting disguising from images.

The second stream of relevant literature is on health policies and regulations.14 Some relevant papers

include the impact of calorie posting regulations on discussions of health in online reviews (Puranam et al.,

2017), price elasticities for tobacco products that incorporate addiction (Gordon and Sun, 2015), physician

payment disclosures and prescription behavior (Guo et al., 2020), and recreational marijuana legalization

and online cannabis related search (Wang et al., 2019). We differ from the above papers as our substantial

interest is in underage/ illegal consumption of vaping products, and we use data from images posted in social

media.

The third stream of literature is on e-cigarettes consumption and regulation,15 where research has stud-

ied optimal taxation policies (Allcott and Rafkin, 2020), effects of e-cigarettes taxation policies on cigarette

consumption (Chen and Rao, 2020), minimum age sales laws and cigarette consumption (Dave et al., 2019),

Minnesota e-cigarette tax (Pesko and Warman, 2017; Saffer et al., 2018), and e-cigarette advertising (Tuch-

man, 2019). We differ from the above papers as follows: we estimate underage posting and disguising from

social media images, which cannot be estimated using consumption data or textual data. Furthermore,

consumption data is non-existent given the illegality of underage consumption.

4 Data

As discussed earlier, we scraped publicly available images about vaping from January 2015 – January 2019

from a leading social media website in the US in which users post with images. We adopted the following

procedure to determine which posts are about vaping - we first scraped all posts with the hashtag “juul”,16

and from these posts, we identified the 10 most commonly occurring other hashtags to identify other vaping

related posts.17 This is because of scraping limitations – there were 37,841 unique hashtags that we found

when we scraped hashtag juul. These 10 hashtags occurred in 10.37% of the posts, whereas the average

hashtag occurred in 0.0026% of the posts. Furthermore, scraping these 10 hashtags was costly and time

14There is also literature in machine learning that has studied health topics. For example, Twitter posts and discussions of
Juul (Allem et al., 2018), detecting obesity from satellite images (Maharana and Nsoesie, 2018), detecting binge drinking from
social media (ElTayeby et al., 2017), and predicting age from facial images (Rothe et al., 2015).

15There is also literature in public health that has studied e-cigarettes and its health effects. For example, e-cigarettes as a
cessation device for smoking (Barbeau et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2014), pulmonary toxicity of e-cigarettes (Chun et al., 2017),
youth usage e-cigarette usage and subsequent smoking habits (Barrington-Trimis et al., 2016; Miech et al., 2017; Soneji et al.,
2017).

16We start with the hashtag “juul” since Juul is the largest company in this industry.
17We plan to add more hashtags in future research.
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consuming despite parallelizing on three online virtual servers. Since we are interested in estimating effects

of state-wide tax policies in the US, we restrict the scraping to US based posts based on the location tagged

in the posts. The resulting sample has 785,431 US-based posts across these 11 hashtags. Table 1 lists the

hashtags and number of posts scraped.

Table 1 About Here

Figure 1 shows the (log) number of posts by state and year. We find that in 2015, the number of posts

were much higher in California relative to other states. By 2018, we see that number of posts across states

has increased, suggesting wider spread of posting practices across the US.

Figure 1 About Here

We exclude 2015 data and Jan 2019 data due to data sparsity, which leaves us with a total of 750,819

posts.18 To remove posts that are potentially spam posts, or posted by vape shops, we next scrape all the

user’s profiles and calculate the vaping related posts as a percentage of their total posts. We do not consider

those users’ posts that have more than 25% of vaping related posts.19 Thus, we are left with 388,593 posts

after excluding those whose users have posted less than 25% of their posts that are vaping related. Table 2

shows the information observed for each of these posts. We observe when the post was posted, the user’s total

number of posts, latitude and longitude of location, numerical count of likes and comments for post, text

caption, and an associated image. We estimate a post’s state location based on its latitude and longitude.

Table 2 About Here

5 Methodology

First, we discuss the intuition behind convolutional neural networks, which forms the basis for the deep

learning methods for image analysis. Second, we discuss the methods to estimate demographics and detect

disguising in images - Aggregated Residual Neural Networks (Xie et al., 2017) and Mask R-CNN (He et al.,

2017). Finally, we discuss generalized synthetic controls (Xu, 2017) for causal inference.

5.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

We first describe the intuition behind convolutional neural networks (CNNs henceforth) and the building

blocks of a CNN - convolutional layers and pooling layers.

18We note that the number of posts in 2015 and Jan 2019 is 4.5% of the total data, and sparse for many states. Furthermore,
for 2019 we do not have data for entire Q1 2019 (due to scraping constraints).

19Figure A.1 in the Online Appendix A.1 shows number of users and posts at different cutoffs.
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A convolutional layer is characterized by several filters, or kernels, that are applied in a sliding manner

(i.e. from one pixel to the next). The weights of these kernels are learned during the training process. Figure

2 shows an illustration of a convolutional layer on a greyscale image.20 The image has dimensions of 5× 5,

and each pixel is represented as a pixel value (unit normalized). The kernel is a 3Ö3 matrix with parameters

of weights w1 : w9 and an overall offset, or bias b, which are learned during training. The weights of the

kernel (w1 : w9) and image pixel values are multiplied element-wise (in a sum-product manner), and then

added with a kernel bias b to obtain output feature map values. In practice, convolutional layers have several

kernels (ranging from 64 to 512), and the intuition is that these kernels learn different local correlations. For

example, if an image of face is passed through a convolutional layer, these kernels can learn to detect local

correlations such as face boundaries, nose, ears, and other facial features.

Figure 2 About Here

A pooling layer is used to introduce down-sampling, i.e. it reduces the dimensionality of the input feature

map by retaining a single statistic of the local window from the input feature map, such as maximum value.

Figure 2 shows an illustration of max-pooling layer. There are several variants of pooling layers, such as

max-pooling (maximum value in the window), average pooling (average value in the window), among others.

The intuition for pooling layers is that these statistics (maximum/average) are approximately sufficient for

CNNs to perform tasks such as image classification based.

CNNs are especially useful to analyze images, as kernels and pooling layers capture spatial correlations

in images, that is nearby pixels in an image are connected (i.e. local connectivity, for example if a pixel in

image is one of the many pixels of a “dog”, then its adjacent pixels are also likely to be those of a “dog”).

Furthermore, CNNs can also handle translations of objects in images (i.e. translation invariance, for example

if the “dog” is moved to a different location or scale, i.e. different in size in the image, then the feature

values for the “dog” also adjust accordingly).

Typically, a CNN has a sequence of several convolutional layers, pooling layers, and non-linear activations

such as ReLU to construct feature maps. The scope (or coverage) of the feature maps changes in a CNN with

layers – feature maps obtained from the shallower layers, i.e. first few layers capture more local correlations

than feature maps obtained from the deeper layers, i.e. layers towards the end of a CNN capture more global

correlations. This is because, for instance, a 3× 3 filter in the first layer has a coverage of 3× 3 pixels in the

original image, whereas a 3× 3 filter in the second layer has a coverage of 5× 5 pixels in the original image.

Finally, these feature maps can then be used in classifiers such as fully-connected layers or support vector

machines for tasks such as object detection and image classification.

20This example is for illustrative purposes with a greyscale image (thus 1 channel). In practice, images have three channels
corresponding to red, blue, and green colors, and are of much larger dimensions (a 1 Megapixel image is usually 1024 × 1024
dimension). The conceptual process remains the same regardless of image size and color.
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5.2 Detecting Demographics in Images

We now describe the approach to estimate age, gender, and race from faces in images. We train three

models to detect these demographics as classification tasks:

1. Age: Underage, i.e. less than 21 years old, or not

2. Gender: Female or male

3. Race: Asian, Black, White, and Others

We use a class of convolutional neural networks: Aggregated Residual Neural Nets (Xie et al., 2017,

ResNeXts henceforth) to classify demographics in images. Residual Neural Nets (He et al., 2016, ResNets

henceforth), tackle the degradation problem associated with deep learning models – as the number of layers in

a neural network increases, optimizing the non-linear layers becomes harder. One main reason for this issue

is vanishing gradients - with more layers the gradients of the loss function can go towards zero for the initial

layers, and the initial layers are unable to update their parameters. ResNets overcome this limitation by

converting the learning objective of the neural network layers from learning functional mappings to optimize

residuals by adding identity connections, i.e. input feature maps are added to the output after every few

convolutional layers. ResNeXts builds on this further with an additional parameter of cardinality, which we

discuss next.

5.2.1 Model Architecture

We first briefly discuss a ResNet-18 model, i.e. a ResNet with 18 layers, and subsequently discuss how

ResNeXts build on it. The network takes in as input an image and applies 64 convolutional filters of size

7× 7 to obtain 64 feature maps. This is followed by 16 convolutional layers with feature maps varying from

64 to 512.21 Figure 3 shows the ResNet-18 architecture.

Figure 3 About Here

ResNet-18 has residual blocks which comprise of 2 convolutional layers, given by F (x) = C2[ReLU(C1(x))],

where x is the input to the residual block, C1 and C2 are the two convolutional layers in the residual block.

ReLU is the rectified linear unit activation function, given by:

ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (1)

The rectified linear unit activation function enhances the capability of the neural network to learn non-

linearities in the data. We use this activation function after each layer in the network, excluding the last

21ResNet-18 applies max-pool layer after the first convolutional layer, and average pool layer after the last convolutional
layer. The model architecture, number of filters, and number of layers is from He et al. (2016)
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fully connected layer. A residual block is followed by an identity mapping as shown in Figure 4 (i.e., adding

the input at the end of the residual block), and is given by:

y = F (x) + x (2)

where y is the input to the subsequent residual block, and F (x) is the residual mapping that is learned

during training. F (x) approximates H(x)−x,where H(x) is the underlying functional mapping. The reason

for choosing residual mapping F (x) is that it is easier to optimize non-linear convolutional layers to push the

residuals (H(x)−x) to zero rather than expect the non-linear layers to learn the exact functional mappings.

He et al. (2016) also empirically demonstrate the advantage of the residual mapping approach across several

image tasks (ImageNet ILSVRC 2015 and COCO 2015 competitions).

Figure 4 About Here

We also apply batch normalization before every layer to prevent scale effects, such that the scale of the

data does not affect model training. Therefore, ResNet-18 consists of 17 convolutional layers and a fully

connected layer at the end. This fully connected layer gives a c-dimensional output, where c is the number of

classes for our data. That is, for age and gender classification task we have c = 2, and for race classification

task we have c = 4. Model predictions are obtained by applying a softmax operation to the output of the

fully connected layer. Specifically, the softmax operation applied on model output xi for a class i with a

total of c classes is given by:

softmax(xi) =
exi∑c
j=1 e

xj
(3)

We now describe the ResNeXt model (Xie et al., 2017) which builds further on ResNets. Xie et al. (2017)

propose an architectural modification to ResNets that allows for the split-transform-merge procedure. They

empirically demonstrate that adding parallel paths in the residual blocks increases the model’s capacity /

flexibility by reducing the risk of over-adapting model architecture to a specific dataset, and allows for better

training as the split paths are lower dimensional features that require less computational cost to optimize.

More formally, with arbitrary transformation functions Ti and cardinality C, the aggregate transformation

is given by:

F (x) =

c∑
i=1

Ti(x) (4)

With ResNeXt models, it is straightforward to switch to ResNet models if we set the cardinality to 1.

Figure 5 shows a block of ResNet and its ResNeXt equivalent. There are 32 parallel paths, i.e. Ti, which are

summed up at the end to maintain dimensionality. The identity shortcut mapping is subsequently added to
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fit the residual neural networks framework.

Figure 5 About Here

We use the ResNeXt model with 101 layers and cardinality of 32 and bottleneck size of 8. The final two

layers in the demographic detection models are fully connected layers with sizes of 2048 and 512 respectively,

and the output of the model is obtained using a softmax.

5.2.2 Training

We first describe the training data used to train the demographic models. We use the UTKFace and FairFace

datasets. The UTKFace dataset consists of 23,708 images which are labeled with age in years, gender of

male or female. Figure 6 shows the distribution of training data with different age labels.

Figure 6 About Here

The dataset consists of 20.54% of the data represents underage faces, i.e. with age of less than 20. There

are 47.7% female faces in the UTKFace dataset. We chose the FairFace dataset for race labels since it has

balanced distribution in the dataset across different the different races – 14.1% for race: Black, 19.1% for

race: White, 26.6% for race: Asian, and 41.2% across other races – Latino, Indian, and Middle Eastern.

For the age and gender classification tasks, we use the UTKFace dataset which comprises of 21,263 training

images and 2,445 test images. For the race classification task, we sub-sample 14,863 training images and

1,407 test images from the FairFace dataset.22

We next describe the loss function. We use the cross-entropy loss function to train the model. The loss

for a batch of size n with a total of c object classes is given by:

loss =
1

n

n∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

yij log(ŷij) (5)

where yij is equal to 1 if image i belongs to class j, and 0 otherwise. ŷij is the model predicted output for

image i and class j, with values in the range of [0, 1]. This loss function is then back-propagated through the

layers using stochastic gradient descent to learn the model parameters. More formally, the following update

procedure is used:

θr ← θr + η
4loss
4θr

(6)

where θr are the parameters of the network and η is the learning rate. We use ADAM optimizer

(Kingma and Ba, 2014) which is stochastic gradient descent with momentum. We train the three models

22Note that the FairFace dataset comprises of 100,000 images, however we use a random subset for computational feasibility
reasons – the computation time and GPU requirements increase substantially with larger training data.
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for 100 epochs, i.e. iterations over the data, with a mini-batch size of 50 images. We start with randomly

initialized model parameters and use an initial learning rate of 0.01. The learning rate schedule is such that

it decreased by a factor of 10 after every 8 consecutive epochs without improvement in accuracy on the test

dataset. On the test dataset, the age model has a precision of 93.2% in detecting underage faces, the gender

model has a precision of 97.8% in detecting female faces, and the race model has an average precision of

86.37% for detecting the four race classes.

5.3 Detecting Disguising in Images

We now turn to object detection and segmentation methods from computer vision literature to detect

disguising behavior in images. We use Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) to detect disguising behavior in the

form of emoji overlay in images.23 There are several media discussions of emoji usage on social media that

motivate our task for detecting emoji overlay in images.24 Note that the disguising measure obtained by

detecting emoji in images provides a lower bound, as there can be other forms of disguising such as hiding

Juul behind persons or other objects.25 Figure 7 shows an example of disguising using emoji overlay in

images.

Figure 7 About Here

We first briefly describe object detection methods. There are two steps in these methods – region proposal

generation and object classification. In the first step, the region proposal block gives candidate regions, i.e.,

a part of the image that potentially contains an “object”. In the second step, the object detection block

takes the object candidates and classifies these objects among different object classes. Previously, several

region proposal models have been used in the literature, with selective search (Uijlings et al., 2013) being

a commonly used method. Selective search uses low level image features of color, texture, size, and fill to

combine pixels in an image to generate candidate object regions using pixel similarity. We refer the readers

to Uijlings et al. (2013) for further description of the selective search method.

Having a separate region proposal block is computationally expensive. Furthermore, it fails to take

advantage of correlations in the region proposal generation task and the object detection task. That is, if a

region in image is an object candidate, then its features will be useful for the object detection task. Recent

23As a robustness, we conducted an RA-based validation to check if the 85 emojis are used in social media images for
disguising. The results of this paper are substantially similar when we restrict to only the 20 emojis (of the 85 emojis) most
commonly used for disguising.

24See for e.g. Daily Mail, Revealed: How teenagers use secret emoji code to deal Class A drugs on Snapchat and Instagram
as gangs target ’digital savvy’ school pupils, July, 2017; Drug Addiction Now, Emojis Give Youth a New Way to Communicate
About Substance Abuse, Oct 2018

25We can also identify other commonly co-occurring objects with emoji and use these objects as measures of disguising. Note
however that such analysis will only be correlation based and not a definitive measure of disguising. We report the commonly
objects commonly co-occuring with emojis in the Online Appendix A.6
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CNN based methods capitalize on this and share convolutional layers. This has been employed in the recent

such as Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) and Mask R-CNN, that use shared convolutional layers as inputs

to both region proposal block and object detection block. This eliminates the need for a separate region

proposal method, thereby reducing computation time for training object detection methods. Furthermore,

sharing convolutional features for region proposal and object detection leads to higher accuracy. We use

Mask R-CNN in this paper to detect disguising in images.

5.3.1 Model Architecture and Training

We first describe the Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) approach and then discuss how Mask R-CNN

builds on it. Faster R-CNN builds on Fast R-CNN which uses VGG-16 neural network (Simonyan and

Zisserman, 2014) as the backbone to compute convolutional features. VGG-16 is a 16-layer neural network,

with 13 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers.

Faster R-CNN has two blocks: the region proposal generation block and the object detection block, which

share the convolution layers. Figure 8 shows the Faster R-CNN architecture. The shared convolutional layers

are used by both the region proposal generation block (middle block in Figure 8: region proposal block) and

the object detection block (final block in Figure 8: object detection block).

Figure 8 About Here

To generate region proposals, we slide a 3x3 filter convolutional layer, predicting k = 9 “anchors”, i.e.

centers of region proposals at each location.26 This is followed by two fully connected layers which predict

the bounding boxes co-ordinates and an “objectness” score, i.e., whether the anchor box contains an object

or not. The detection criteria for a region proposal block is intersection over union (IOU), i.e. the amount

of overlap for the ground truth boxes and predicted boxes. Region proposals with IOU >0.5 are taken as

positive training samples, and those with IOU < 0.5 are taken as negative training samples.27 256 regions

proposals are generated for each image, 128 positive and 128 negative proposals. These region proposals,

i.e. bounding box co-ordinates and “objectness” scores are then passed to the object detection block. ROI

Pooling layer is used to quantize the features in the regions for subsequent classification. ROI Pooling layer

divides the regions in a 7x7 grid and takes the maximum value from the features to output a 7x7 feature

vector. This feature vector is then applied to two separate fully connected layers to get bounding box

co-ordinates and softmax to get the object class with the maximum probability.

26k = 9anchor boxes are calculated at each slide of the convolutional filter since we predict at 3 different aspect ratios
(1 : 1, 1 : 2, 2 : 1) and 3 different scales (128 × 128, 256 × 256, 512 × 512)

27We follow the standard practice in computer vision literature of intersection over union > 0.5 as the threshold for a positive
detection during evaluation.
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Mask R-CNN builds on Faster R-CNN, as it also outputs masks for the regions of interest. A mask (pixel

mapping of objects in the image) is useful for object segmentation, i.e. extracting regions (pixel level) of

the image where the object is present. He et al. (2017) argue that ROI Pooling layer of Faster R-CNN is

appropriate for object classification task, however the quantization of features done in the ROI Pooling layer

leads to sub-optimal segmentation. They suggest ROI Align instead. ROI Align avoids any quantization of

features as it performs bi-linear interpolation of features. We refer the readers to the He et al. (2017) paper

for a detailed description of the bi-linear interpolation operations performed in the ROI Align layer.

Mask R-CNN keeps the architecture of Faster R-CNN the same up until the object detection block,

i.e. the shared convolutional layers and region proposal block is exactly the same. Figure 9 shows the

Mask R-CNN architecture. For purposes of brevity, the architecture shown is after the region proposals are

generated.28 Different from Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN uses 5 scales and 3 aspect ratios, for a total of

15 anchor boxes per location. After the ROI Align operation, a convolutional layer is used to generate the

intermediate region of interest feature maps. These are then fed to two separate fully connected layers to

predict object class and bounding box co-ordinates. There are also two additional convolutional layers that

predict the object mask of dimension 14x14. The non-linear activation for the hidden layers is ReLU. The

shared convolutional layer block comprises of the convolutional layers of the ResNeXt-101 block as described

Section 5.2.1.

Figure 9 About Here

5.3.2 Training

We first describe the training dataset for detecting emojis in images. The emojis for detection are given in

Figure A.2 in the Online Appendix A.2. There are a total of 85 emojis in our library. We manually sub-

sampled 1000 images from our data with a Juul present based on visual inspection. We then superimposed

the emojis over the Juul device in the images. From those 1000 images, we randomly sample 50 as training

images for a total of 4,250 training images. For these images, we constructed the masks, i.e. annotated

regions in the image where the emoji is present using the open source VIA image annotation tool (Dutta and

Zisserman, 2019). We appointed an RA to do these tasks. Figure 10 shows an image from our training data

with annotations. The Mask R-CNN output is similar to the annotation format: which emoji is detected,

i.e. object class, the bounding box for the emoji, and the pixels in the image where the emoji is present, i.e.

mask.

Figure 10 About Here

28This is done because Mask R-CNN and Faster R-CNN have the same architecture until region proposal generation block.
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We next describe the loss function for Mask R-CNN. The loss consists of three components - classification

loss, bounding box regression loss, and mask loss. The classification loss: Lcls is cross-entropy loss (as defined

in Section 5.2.2 ) for whether the predicted object class is the true object class. The bounding box regression

loss: Lreg quantifies the loss in predicted bounding box and the ground truth bounding box. The mask loss:

Lmask the per-pixel loss for whether the pixel mask matched the ground truth masks – average cross entropy

loss (as defined in Eq. 5). More formally, the overall loss function for Mask R-CNN is given as:

L =
1

Ncls

∑
i

Lcls(pi, p
∗
i ) +

1

Nreg

∑
i

piLreg(ti, t
∗
i ) +

1

Nmask

∑
i

∑
j

1jkLmask(δjk, δ
∗
jk) (7)

where, for a box i, pi is the predicted probability of detecting an object, p∗i is the ground truth whether

the box contains an object or not. ti are the predicted coordinates, and t∗i are the ground truth coordinates.29

A coordinate consists of four variables: x, y, w, and h, where x and y are the two-dimensional co-ordinates

for the center of the bounding box, and w and h are the width and height respectively for the bounding box,

and these are subsequently scaled around center of the bounding box and log-transformed. The bounding

box regression loss Lreg is:

Lreg(ti, t
∗
i ) =

∑
v∈x,y,w,h

smoothL1(tvi − tv
′

i ) (8)

smoothL1(x) = 0.5× x2, |x| < 1

smoothL1(x) = |x| − 0.5, |x| ≥ 1

The mask loss is a pixel by pixel average cross entropy loss. It takes as input the feature value for pixel

j in the 14× 14 predicted mask with δjk being predicted mask value (whether pixel j is predicted mask for

object class k), and δ∗jk is the ground truth mask value.

We train the model using back-propagation with stochastic gradient descent (as defined in Section 5.2.2)

for 20,000 iterations with a mini-batch size of 1,000 regions (2 images, 500 region proposals per image). We

follow the same learning rate schedule as He et al. (2017), starting with a learning rate of 0.01, weight decay

of 0.0001, and momentum of 0.9. To test the accuracy of the method, we held out 100 randomly selected

images with emoji and 100 randomly selected images without emoji in them. We tested whether the method

is able to predict which images have emoji in them. Our model achieved precision of 92.46% and recall of

98% for an F1 score of 95.15%. Note that we do not have a direct benchmark for comparing performance

since there is no emoji detection dataset or challenge to the best of our knowledge. The closest benchmark

task we found is the object detection task for 200 object categories in the ILSVRC 2017 challenge, where

29We refer the readers to the Mask R-CNN paper for details on the transformations for the coordinates.
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the best performing model has a mean average precision of 73.14%. 30

5.4 Estimating the Effect of Tax Policies

We use the generalized synthetic control method (Xu, 2017) to estimate the effect of state taxes on vaping

posting behavior. This method unifies the synthetic control method with the interactive fixed effects (IFE)

model. Counterfactuals for treated units are imputed in three steps. In the first step, the IFE model is

estimated on the control data. In the second step, the factor loadings for each treated unit are estimated

by linearly projecting treated units’ pretreatment data on the factor space. Finally, these estimated factor

loadings and factors are used to impute treated counterfactuals. The generalized synthetic control method

has been used in marketing literature (Guo et al., 2020; Pattabhiramaiah et al., 2019), and builds further on

the synthetic control method (Abadie et al., 2010), which has been used extensively in marketing literature

(Li, 2019; Tirunillai and Tellis, 2017).

Suppose there are N states, with T states that passed taxes - the treatment states, and C states that

did not pass any taxes. Let Yit be the dependent outcome variable for state i at time period t. We assume

a parametric form for Yit given by a linear factor model as:

Yit = δitDit + βXit + λiFt + εit (9)

where Dit is a dummy variable that takes value of 1 when the state i is treated at time period t, Xit

are the set of state-time varying covariates of per-capita consumption of cigarettes in the preceding year,

(log) population in the previous quarter, and (log) per-capita income in the previous quarter. λiFt is the

linearly additive factor component of the model.31 The IFE model parameters (β, λi, Ft) are estimated by

minimizing the sum of squares of the fitted values subject to the constraints for factor loadings and factors

and to be unit normalized and orthogonal.32 We then estimate the factor loadings for treated units in the

second step by minimizing the mean squared error for the predicted outcomes in pretreatment period. In

the final step, we impute the treated counterfactuals in the post-treatment period using the factor loadings

estimated in step 2 and the model parameters estimated in step 1. In our analysis, the states that did not

pass taxes are considered as control units.33

In this manner, treated counterfactuals are imputed for the post-treatment period, and the average

30See ILSVRC 2017: ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2017 results, accessible from: http://image-
net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2017/results#det

31These factors allow for capturing varying unobserved heterogeneities, such as unit-specific linear trends or quadratic trends,
auto-regressive components, and more generally heterogeneities of unobserved random variables that can be decomposed mul-
tiplicative form of a time factor and state loading. This is especially useful in our context to control for unobserved changes in
states over time.

32We chose from zero - three number of factors, using cross-validation with leave-one-out procedure to minimize the mean
squared percentage error.

33We also exclude the states of Minnesota, Louisiana, North Carolina, and Delaware which had previously enacted taxes.
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treatment effect across all states at time period t is given as:

ÂTTt =
1

T

∑
i∈T

[Yit(1)− ̂Yit(0)] (10)

where Yit(1) is the observed treated outcome for state i at time period t, and ̂Yit(0) is the imputed treated

counterfactual. Confidence intervals are computed using the percentile confidence intervals with parametric

bootstrap for 1000 bootstraps.

6 Results

We first report the summary statistics of the state-quarter level data. Table 3 reports the summary

statistics for the observed covariates and image extracted variables respectively. We use the ResNeXt model

as described in Section 5.2.1 to estimate underage, gender (female), and race in images, and use Mask R-

CNN model as described in Section 5.3.1 to detect disguising. We construct the dependent variables for

each week as moving average in the past month, similar to the approach followed by Hollenbeck (2018). At

the state-week level, there are on average 3.75 underage faces and a total of 111.62 faces (both adult and

underage). The extent of underage disguising is 0.28 on average. There are on average 66.03 female faces.

The average for race in the data are 18.84, 21.57, and 64.94 for Asian, Black, and White vaping posts.

Table 3 About Here

The rest of the results section is organized in three parts. First, we report the average treatment effects

of taxes for underage vaping from social media images. Second, we report the results for underage disguising

in social media images after regulation. Third, we test whether there was a differential effect of taxes on

demographics of race and gender.

6.1 Impact of Taxes on Underage Vaping Posts

We estimate the effect of taxes using the generalized synthetic controls. Figure 11 shows the results

for the average treatment effects for each of the four states of California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West

Virginia.

Figure 11 About Here

We find a decrease in underage vaping posts across the treated states in the weeks 30-90 post tax

introduction. We next turn to each individual state and estimate the treatment effects. We find that

California and Pennsylvania had a decline in underage vaping posts, however California had a delay of about
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a year after taxes – the effect is significant after week 70. Note that California saw a decline of 5-12 underage

vaping posts per week, as compared to an average of 17.17 underage posts per week in the pretreatment

period. This corresponds to a reduction of 29.12% post taxes introduction. Pennsylvania saw a decline of

1.25 – 7 underage vaping posts per week during the weeks of 20 – 55, as compared to an average of 5.39

underage vaping posts per week, corresponding to a decline of 23.19% post tax introduction.34 The timing

of these effects is similar to other papers in marketing and addiction products literature (Tuchman, 2019).

We do not observe such decline in underage faces for the states of Kansas and West Virginia after passing

taxes.

As the next step, we measure impact of taxes for engagement measures for posts that contain underage

faces. These are the following three measures: average number of likes for these posts; average number of

comments on these posts; and proportion of posts with solo faces, i.e. they contain only one face. Figures

A.3, A.4, and A.7 in the Online Appendix A.4shows the average treatment effects estimated. We find that

Pennsylvania and West Virginia had an increase in number of likes for posts with underage faces, and that

this effect is significant after week 60 post tax introduction. We do not find significant effects for number

of comments on underage posts. This evidence suggests that while Pennsylvania saw a decline in underage

vaping posts, however their engagement on social media increased post tax introduction. The West Virginia

finding of increased engagement is puzzling.

Thus, we find that state taxes of California and Pennsylvania were effective in deterring underage youth

social media posting related to vaping, whereas Kansas and West Virginia did not see such a decline. The

Pennsylvania tax effectiveness is weakened by the finding of increased engagement of the remaining posts.

Regulators will be interested in these findings as higher engagement and influence of vaping posts on social

media can counter regulatory efforts to denormalize youth vaping.

6.2 Impact of Taxes on Underage Disguising

We estimate the effect of taxes on underage disguised posts in a manner similar to that of Section 6.1.

Figure 12 shows the results.

Figure 12 About Here

We find that California had an increase in disguising post tax passing, however this effect goes away after

week 25. The effect is as strong as a 100% increase in underage disguising compared to the pretreatment

levels (1.75 underage disguised posts per week). We do not observe similar effects for the other states.35

34Supplementary analysis for effectiveness of taxes with difference-in-differences approach is in the Online Appendix A.3. We
find consistent evidence that California and Pennsylvania had a decline in underage vaping posts.

35We then conduct additional analysis with difference-in-difference approach, and report the results in the Online Appendix
A.3. We find convergent evidence of increased disguising in social media posts for California.
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As the next step, we measure impact of tax for engagement measures for posts with disguising. These

are the following three measures: proportion of posts with underage faces, i.e. posts with disguising that

contain an underage face; average number of likes for these posts; and average number of comments on these

posts, however we do not find significant effects. Figures A.5 and A.6 in the Online Appendix A.4show the

average treatment effects.

Combined with the findings of underage vaping (Section 6.1), these findings are important for regulators

as our results suggest that while underage users tried to disguise or deceive about e-cigarette usage in their

social media posts in California, the effect subsequently subsided and California taxes did lead to a decline

in underage vaping posts. Importantly, managers will also be interested in monitoring disguising as they

aim to curtail unintended usage of their vaping products to ensure regulatory compliance.

6.3 Impact of Taxes by Race and Gender

We estimate the effect of taxes on race and gender of posting in the same manner as Section 6.1. Online

Appendix A.5 shows the results for the average treatment effects for each of the four states of California,

Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Our preliminary analysis suggests that Pennsylvania had a decline

in female vaping posts for the weeks 20-55 post tax passing. We do not find such effects for other states. The

research on differential gendered effects of vaping is currently nascent and unclear. Nonetheless, managers

and regulators might find it useful to know trends of posting by gender, as research on gendered effects of

vaping becomes clearer.

For race, we find that Kansas saw a decline for race: Asian and White, whereas it had an increase for

race: Black. This is an unusual result given the expectation of decrease in consumption with tax increase.

A possible confound is that in 2015, a year prior to vaping tax in 2016, Kansas increased its cigarette

tax significantly, by 63%. The cigarette industry has historically advertised heavily to Blacks, resulting

in greater rates of consumption. We would need consumption data for both e- and regular cigarettes to

verify our conjecture. Regardless, from a regulatory point of view, increased posting by Blacks post-tax is

likely worrisome. Health outcomes already disfavor minority groups and these go against regulatory efforts to

reduce health disparities.36 For managers, these results are concerning as they highlight the future possibility

of bad publicity or litigation resulting from differential impact on minority groups.

7 Discussion

Vaping has become a concern for health regulators as nicotine addiction from vaping causes pulmonary

harm to youth and also increases the probability of subsequent smoking. Lack of data on underage con-

36For health outcome inequalities by race, see: CDC Health Disparities and Inequalities Report - United States, 2013
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sumption makes it harder to measure the efficacy of taxation and other regulation. We utilize social media

images as a rough proxy of normalization of vaping and potentially of consumption. We find that the states

with higher taxes: California and Pennsylvania had a decline in number of underage vaping posts. Califor-

nia’s decline in underage vaping posts was preceded by an increase in disguising activity, and Pennsylvania’s

decline in underage vaping posts was accompanied by increased engagement for the underage posts. There

also appear to be differential effects by race in Kansas.

Our work has both regulatory and managerial implications. These findings are worrisome for regulators

aiming to denormalize vaping among underage users, and among minorities who already have less favorable

health outcomes. From a managerial perspective, our methods can be used by firm to detect inappropriate

usage of their products and gauge regulatory risk as firms must carefully navigate the regulatory landscape.

Continued regulatory violations could potentially endanger their viability as a business.

We plan to extend our work on the following three fronts. First, we plan to extend our data to estimate

how long the tax effects persist. Second, we plan to study the recent regulations passed in September 2019 by

the state of Massachusetts that imposes a four month ban on all vaping products, and that by the states of

Michigan and New York that bans sales of flavored e-cigarettes. Finally, we plan to estimate the interaction

effects of these regulations with the 2020 COVID health crisis.
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Figure 1: Number of Vaping Related Posts by State and Year in the US

This figure shows the log number of social media posts that were scraped by year and state
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Figure 2: Building Blocks for CNNs

Convolutional Layer
A 3 × 3 kernel with weights w1 : w9 and bias b is applied in a sliding manner on an image with dimensions 5 × 5.
The resulting feature map (left) is obtained by element by element multiplication of image pixel value and kernel
weight with a bias added. Notice that the top left element in the feature map on the right corresponds to the kernel
operation with the image (solid orange box on the image on the left). Other elements in the feature map are obtained
by sliding the kernel over the image.

Max Pooling Layer
A 2 × 2 max pooling operation takes the maximum value in the window as the output for the feature map, and is

applied in a sliding manner over the input feature map. Notice that the top left element in the output feature map

(right) corresponds to the maximum value in the 2× 2 window (solid blue box on the input feature map on the left).

Other elements in the output feature map are obtained by sliding the window over the input feature map.
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Figure 3: ResNet-18 Architecture

This figure shows the architecture for the ResNet-18 model. The orange box represents the input image of dimensions
224Ö224 pixels that is fed to the network. The convolutional layers have the syntax as “aÖb conv,c where aÖb is
the size of the convolutional filter in pixels, and c represents the number of features maps, i.e. filters used for that
layer. A “Ö2” next to a convolutional block represents that there are two of such convolutional layers. Solid black
lines represent the residual connections that maintain the dimensionality of the previous layer, whereas dotted black
lines represent the residual connections that double the dimensionality from the previous layer. The final layer is the
fully connected layer whose output is dependent on the task. For instance, for age classification the output will be 2,
whereas for the race classification the output will be 4.
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Figure 4: Residual Block of ResNet

This figure shows a residual block for the ResNet-18 model. It comprises of two convolutional layers, with ReLU
activation after the first layer. The input to the residual block, x, is added back after the two convolutional layers as
an identity mapping.

Figure 5: ResNeXt and ResNet Blocks

This figure shows the block for residual neural networks: ResNet Block on the left, and the block for aggregate
residual network: ResNeXt Block on the right. The ResNeXt block has a cardinality of 32, i.e. there are 32 parallel
paths of smaller dimensionality which are aggregated and subsequently summed with the identity mapping.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Age in Training Data

This figure shows the distribution of age in the training data of UTKFace. The dotted gray line represents the
threshold for underage, i.e. points to the left of the dotted gray line represent underage faces with an age of < 21
years old.
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Figure 7: Example of Object Detection for Juul and Emoji

The figure on the left is an image with a Juul device, and the figure on the right uses an emoji to disguise Juul
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Figure 8: Faster R-CNN Architecture

This figure shows the architecture for Faster R-CNN. The shared convolution layers provide features which are used
by both the region proposal model and the object detection model. The region proposal model applies a convolutional
layer that outputs intermediate features. These features are then fed to two fully connected layers which give for k
regions 2k class scores (object or no-object) and 4k co-ordinates for region proposals. These region proposals are then
fed to the object detection model which applies a ROI Pooling layer on the region proposals on the features of the
shared convolutional layers. This is followed by two fully connected layers to generate intermediate features: region
of interest feature vector. Two fully connected layers then output the predicted class and bounding box co-ordinates
for the region of interest.
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Figure 9: Mask R-CNN Architecture

This figure shows the architecture (post region proposal generation) for Mask R-CNN. The shared convolution
layers provide features which are used by both the region proposal model and the object detection model.
The proposal from the region proposal model (same as Faster R-CNN) are fed to the ROI Align layer to
subsequently through a convolutional layer to obtain intermediate features – region of interest feature vector.
Two fully connected layers then output the predicted class and bounding box co-ordinates for the region of
interest. Masks are generated using two subsequent convolutional layers.

Figure 10: Example of Annotated Data for Disguising

The figure shows a heart emoji used to disguise Juul usage. The annotated data consists of a bounding box (pink

box), object class (emoji “0”), and mask (pixels shaded to annotate heart emoji).
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Figure 11: Effect of Taxes on Underage Posts

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for number of underage vaping posts. The first plot shows the overall treatment

effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
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Figure 12: Effect of Taxes on Underage Disguising

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for number of underage vaping posts with disguising. The first plot shows the overall

treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West

Virginia
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Table 1: Number of Posts by Hashtag

This table lists the number of social media posts that were scraped for the duration of Jan 2015 – Jan 2019.

Hashtag Number of Posts

vape 540,009

vapenation 81,409

vapelife 64,935

vapeshop 33,297

vapelyfe 19,185

juul 18,282

vapecommunity 9,965

vapeporn 9,282

vapefam 7,767

juulvapor 693

juulpods 607

Table 2: Information Observed for Each Post

This table lists the information that is scraped for each of the social media posts

Variable Description

Post ID Unique identifier for the post
User ID Unique identifier for the user who made the post

Timestamp Time when the post was posted by the user
Latitude Latitude of the post’s location

Longitude Longitude of the post’s location
Num Likes Number of likes as of the scraping date

Num Comments Number of comments as of the scraping date
Caption Text associated with the post
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Table 3: Summary Statistics for State-Week Level Variables

This table shows the summary statistics for state level variables of cigarette consumption per capita, (log) popula-
tion, (log) per-capita income. Variables extracted from images: underage, underage disguising, female, race:Asian,
race:Black, and race:White are winsorized within 5% and 95% level.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Underage 3.74866 5.04659 0 19
Underage Disguising 0.27832 0.59836 0 2

Female 66.03131 82.64968 0 317
Race: Asian 18.84004 23.63845 0 90
Race: Black 21.57946 27.87771 0 107
Race: White 64.93459 80.45354 0 311

Cigarette Consumption 3.71763 0.43070 2.58776 4.57780
(Log) Population 15.29676 0.97821 13.26772 17.49185

(Log) Per-Capita Income 10.79572 0.16077 10.47622 11.22916
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A Online Appendix

A.1 Number of Social Media Posts by Users and Proportion of Posts Related

to Vaping

Figure A.1 shows the number of posts and users based on proportion vaping posts cutoff.

Figure A.1: Number of Posts and Users based on Proportion Vaping Posts Cutoff.
This figure shows the number of posts and users by cutoff for posts related to vaping
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A.2 Detecting Disguising in Images

Figure A.2 shows the emojis used in the object detection method of Section 5.3.1

Figure A.2: Emoji List for Detection
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A.3 Supplementary Analysis with Difference-in-Differences

We now discuss the staggered difference in differences approach of Callaway and Sant’Anna (2018) (SDID

henceforth). The traditional approach of difference in differences with propensity score matching is not suit-

able in our context since we have varying treatment periods across different states. Callaway and Sant’Anna

(2018) show the efficacy of SDID in tackling variation in treatment periods, and also demonstrate its applica-

bility by estimating the impact of federal minimum wage regulations during 2007-2010 on teen employment.

We first discuss the notation. Suppose there are T time periods, Dt be the binary indicator if a unit is

treated in time period t, Gg is the binary indicator for whether the unit is first treated in time period g, and

C is the binary indicator for whether the unit is in the control group, i.e. it is never treated. The authors

propose generalized propensity score method to match treated units with control units. The generalized

propensity score pg is given by:

pg(X) = P (Gg = 1|X,C +Gg = 1)

where pg(X) is the probability that a unit with observed covariates X is treated at time period g. The

generalized propensity score is estimated using a logit model. The outcome variable at time t is Yt, with

Yt(1) and Yt(0) as the potential outcome for the treated and control units. Thus, the average treatment

effect, ATT (g, t), for units first treated at time period g at a time period t(t ≥ g) is given by:

ATT (g, t) = E(Yt(1)− Yt(0)|Gg = 1)

Apart from the standard assumptions required for difference in differences, SDID requires a modified

parallel trends assumption for identification. SDID makes conditional parallel trends assumption, i.e. parallel

trends assumption holds conditional on covariates, i.e.

E(Yt(0)− Yt−1(0)|X,Gg = 1) = E(Yt(0)− Yt−1(0)|X,C = 1)

With these assumptions, the average treatment effect for a unit treated in time period g for a time t is

then a weighted average of the ’long differences’ of the outcome variable. The weights are the generalized

propensity scores. Thus, the average treatment effect, ATT (g, t), is given non-parametrically given as:

ATT (g, t) = E

 Gg

E[Gg]
−

pg(X)C
1−pg(X)C

E[
pg(X)C

1−pg(X)C ]

 (Yt − Yg−1)


In our context, the observed state-quarter level covariates consist of (lagged) log of population, log of per-

capita income, average cost of cigarettes, proportion of non-adults (less than 18 years old), and proportion
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of online search related to vaping. These variables are similar to the ones used by Abadie et al. (2010) for

evaluating California Tobacco regulation. The pre-period is 2016 Q1 – till regulation for each of the states.

We report the results for four quarters post taxes for the outcome variables of proportion of underage

posts, proportion of female posts, proportion of posts with race: Asian, proportion of posts with race: Black,

proportion of posts with race: White, and proportion of posts with disguising (overall disguising).

Table A.1 reports the results for underage vaping posts. Table A.3 reports the average treatment effects

of taxes on underage vaping in social media posts with additional covariates of Youth Behavioral Risk Survey,

and with lagged outcome variables.

Table A.2 reports the results for gender and race. Table A.4 reports the average treatment effects of taxes

on disguising in social media posts. Table A.5 reports the average treatment effects of taxes on disguising

in social media posts with additional covariates of Youth Behavioral Risk Survey, and with lagged outcome

variables.

Table A.1: State-Wide Effect of Taxes: Underage

This table reports the average treatment effect of taxes on underage vaping in social media posts for the treated
states of California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Quarters Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are quarters 1, 2, 3,
and 4 post treatment. Controls include lagged log of population, log of per-capita income, average cost of cigarettes,
per-capita consumption of cigarettes, proportion population that is non-adult, and online search volume for vaping
related searches. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered at the state level.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California -0.01289** -0.0134** -0.00272 -0.01341***

(0.00647) (0.00683) (0.00716) (0.00596)

Kansas -0.00637 -0.05086*** -0.03876*** -0.05068***

(0.01444) (0.00516) (0.01044) (0.00557)

Pennsylvania -0.00028 0.00465 -0.01068*** 0.00367*

(0.00842) (0.00689) (0.00356) (0.00204)

West Virginia -0.01578*** -0.00086 0.01298 0.00813

(0.00518) (0.0079) (0.01897) (0.0105)

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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Table A.2: State-Wide Effect of Taxes: Other Demographics

This table reports the average treatment effect of taxes on other demographics of gender (female), race – Asian, race
– Black, and race - White. Quarters Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are quarters 1, 2, 3, and 4 post treatment. Controls include
lagged log of population, log of per-capita income, average cost of cigarettes, per-capita consumption of cigarettes,
proportion population that is non-adult, and online search volume for vaping related searches. Standard errors (in
parenthesis) are clustered at the state level.

Gender
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.01389 0.00171 0.00467 -0.00441

(0.01888) (0.01336) (0.00337) (0.01591)

Kansas -0.06566*** -0.08426** -0.04711*** -0.02098

(0.02737) (0.03996) (0.01576) (0.01981)

Pennsylvania 0.00134 0.05355*** 0.00168 -0.01485

(0.02497) (0.01898) (0.01203) (0.02819)

West Virginia -0.01385 -0.00442 0.10064*** 0.09348***

(0.05503) (0.00966) (0.02833) (0.0323)

Race-Asian
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.01389 0.00171 0.00467 -0.00441

(0.01888) (0.01336) (0.00337) (0.01591)

Kansas -0.06566*** -0.08426** -0.04711*** -0.02098

(0.02737) (0.03996) (0.01576) (0.01981)

Pennsylvania 0.00134 0.05355*** 0.00168 -0.01485

(0.02497) (0.01898) (0.01203) (0.02819)

West Virginia -0.01385 -0.00442 0.10064*** 0.09348***

(0.05503) (0.00966) (0.02833) (0.0323)

Race-Black
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.01167 -0.00017 0.01317 0.02706***

(0.01819) (0.01587) (0.01019) (0.00691)

Kansas 0.08646*** 0.1848*** 0.01704 0.07787***

(0.0249) (0.0482) (0.03286) (0.03556)

Pennsylvania 0.01503 -0.00506 -0.01845 0.01469

(0.01242) (0.01647) (0.01586) (0.01241)

West Virginia -0.0441 0.01229 -0.06886*** -0.03161

(0.07026) (0.01237) (0.02884) (0.03065)

Race-White
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California -0.01228 0.01546 0.01151 -0.01182***

(0.01699) (0.01053) (0.01741) (0.00498)

Kansas 0.00204 -0.15076*** 0.06235 -0.04311

(0.02775) (0.04512) (0.04192) (0.04105)

Pennsylvania -0.01881** -0.01003 0.04818*** -0.01311

(0.00918) (0.01672) (0.01732) (0.01368)

West Virginia 0.13592*** 0.26979*** 0.32453*** 0.1401***

(0.04457) (0.0376) (0.01746) (0.04665)

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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Table A.3: Robustness Results for Table A.1: Model Specifications

These tables report the average treatment effect of taxes on underage vaping in social media posts for the treated
states of California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Quarters Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are quarters 1, 2, 3,
and 4 post treatment. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered at the state level.

With YBRSS Variables - Additional controls include youth cigarette usage, e-cigarette usage, and
marijuana usage. Note that YBRSS did not collect data for Kansas during the years of 2015 or 2017.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.00454 -0.00894*** -0.00039 0.00348

(0.00447) (0.00288) (0.00476) (0.00481)

Kansas

Pennsylvania -0.00385 -0.0061 -0.02091*** 0.00472***

(0.00346) (0.00746) (0.00645) (0.0019)

West Virginia 0.01563 -0.01159 0.00764 0.01324***

(0.00999) (0.01386) (0.00981) (0.0015)

With Lagged Outcome Variables - Controls are lagged outcome variables.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California -0.00084 -0.01713*** -0.00348 -0.00644*

(0.00404) (0.00345) (0.00367) (0.00388)

Kansas -0.05059* -0.05003*** -0.047*** -0.04677***

(0.02671) (0.00867) (0.00512) (0.01129)

Pennsylvania -0.02155* 0.0029 -0.01127*** 0.00221

(0.01192) (0.00417) (0.00339) (0.00498)

West Virginia -0.0258 -0.00267 0.01144*** 0.01357

(0.02721) (0.00815) (0.00472) (0.01017)

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.4: State-Wide Effect of Taxes: Disguising

This table reports the average treatment effect of taxes on disguising behavior in social media posts. Quarters Q1,
Q2, Q3, and Q4 are quarters 1, 2, 3, and 4 post treatment. Controls include lagged log of population, log of per-capita
income, average cost of cigarettes, per-capita consumption of cigarettes, proportion population that is non-adult, and
online search volume for vaping related searches. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered at the state level.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.00351 0.01063*** 0.01061 0.01116***

(0.00826) (0.00476) (0.00685) (0.00321)

Kansas 0.07775*** 0.05825*** 0.06205*** 0.05966***

(0.0135) (0.00919) (0.01726) (0.01702)

Pennsylvania -0.0056 -0.00658 0.00197 -0.00314

(0.01104) (0.00844) (0.0057) (0.00745)

West Virginia 0.02403 0.02367 -0.00185 0.03642

(0.05309) (0.03105) (0.0396) (0.04608)

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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Table A.5: Robustness Results for Table A.4: Model Specifications

These tables report the average treatment effect of taxes on disguising in social media posts for the treated states of
California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Quarters Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are quarters 1, 2, 3, and 4 post
treatment. Standard errors (in parenthesis) are clustered at the state level.

With YBRSS Variables - Additional controls include youth cigarette usage, e-cigarette usage, and
marijuana usage. Note that YBRSS did not collect data for Kansas during the years of 2015 or 2017.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.004 0.01477 0.00498 -0.00058

(0.00555) (0.01246) (0.01384) (0.0178)

Kansas

Pennsylvania 0.00511 -0.0003 -0.00256 0.00265

(0.0083) (0.00512) (0.0095) (0.00462)

West Virginia -0.02193 -0.00358 -0.05324*** -0.03171***

(0.01254) (0.01076) (0.01018) (0.01277)

With Lagged Outcome Variables - Controls are lagged outcome variables.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

California 0.01202** 0.01525*** 0.01765*** 0.01154*

(0.00571) (0.00545) (0.00592) (0.00692)

Kansas 0.05291*** 0.05031*** 0.04655*** 0.0438***

(0.00681) (0.00606) (0.00655) (0.00658)

Pennsylvania 0.00811 0.01728 0.0068 0.01089

(0.01111) (0.01372) (0.01221) (0.00901)

West Virginia -0.02168 -0.00946 -0.08358*** -0.02417***

(0.01434) (0.00783) (0.02585) (0.00573)

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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A.4 Engagement Results

Figure A.3 reports the results for effect of taxes for likes on underage vaping posts. We find that there is an

overall increase post week 75, and that Pennsylvania and West Virginia saw an increase in number of likes

starting week 60 after tax introduction.

Figure A.4 shows results for number of comments for underage vaping posts. We do not observe any

significant effects.

Figure A.5 reports the results for effect of taxes for likes on underage vaping posts with disguising. We

do not find substantial increase post tax introduction.

Figure A.6 reports the results for effect of taxes for comments on underage vaping posts with disguising.

We do not find substantial increase post taxes.

Figure A.7 reports the results for effect of taxes for solo faces in vaping posts. We do not find substantial

increase post taxes.

Figure A.3: Effect of Taxes on Likes: Underage

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of likes for underage vaping posts. The first plot

shows the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania,

and West Virginia
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Figure A.4: Effect of Taxes on Comments: Underage

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of comments for underage vaping posts. The

first plot shows the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas,

Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
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Figure A.5: Effect of Taxes on Likes: Underage Disguised

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of likes for underage disguised vaping posts. The

first plot shows the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas,

Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
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Figure A.6: Effect of Taxes on Comments: Underage Disguised

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of comments for underage disguised vaping posts.

The first plot shows the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas,

Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
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Figure A.7: Effect of Taxes on Solo Faces in Posts

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of posts with solo faces. The first plot shows the

overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia
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A.5 Impact of Taxes by Race and Gender

Figure A.8 reports the results for effect of taxes for female faces in vaping posts. We find that Pennsylvania

had a decline in female vaping related posts in the weeks of 20-55 post tax introduction.

Figure A.9 reports the results for effect of taxes for number of posts with race: Asian. We find that there

is an overall decline post tax introduction, and that this is seen in the Pennsylvania and Kansas.

Figure A.10 reports the results for effect of taxes for number of posts with race: Black. We find that

there is an overall decline post tax introduction, and that this is seen as a decrease in Pennsylvania, and an

increase Kansas.

Figure A.11 reports the results for effect of taxes for number of posts with race: White. We find that

there is an overall decline post tax introduction, and that this is seen in the Pennsylvania and Kansas.

Figure A.8: Effect of Taxes on Gender: Female

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of female vaping related posts. The first plot shows

the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia
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Figure A.9: Effect of Taxes on Race: Asian

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of Asian vaping related posts. The first plot shows

the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia
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Figure A.10: Effect of Taxes on Race: Black

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of Black vaping related posts. The first plot shows

the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia
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Figure A.11: Effect of Taxes on Race: White

This figure reports the results of the generalized synthetic control method for gap between treated and counterfactual

(and 90% confidence intervals) for the outcome variable of number of White vaping related posts. The first plot shows

the overall treatment effects, and the remaining four plots show the results for California, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia
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A.6 Other Common Objects in Posts

We use a Mask R-CNN model with architecture similar to that described in Section 5.3.1, that has been

pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. This allows us to detect 80 most common classes from the ImageNet

dataset.

We then take this pre-trained model to our social media dataset. The 5 most common objects (from

ImageNet objects) in our data are: bottle, dining table, cup, cellphone, and book. We apply the pre-trained

model on our data to estimate the following three tables. Table A.6 reports the proportion of posts with

disguising that contain these common objects and compare with those in posts without disguising. Table

A.7 reports the proportion of posts with underage faces that contain these common objects and compare

with those in posts without underage faces. Finally, Table A.8 reports the comparison of proportion of posts

with disguising that contain these common objects to proportion of posts with underage faces that contain

these common objects.

Table A.6: Disguising and Common Objects

This table reports the difference in proportion of posts with common objects in posts that have disguising and in the
posts that do not have disguising.

N = 22049 N = 22045

Object In % Posts with Disguising In % Posts without Disguising Difference

bottle 31.444% 29.996% 1.447%***

dining table 10.041% 8.269% 1.772%***

cup 9.660% 7.321% 2.339%***

cell phone 8.105% 9.634% -1.53%***

book 7.461% 7.013% 0.448%*

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.7: Underage and Common Objects

This table reports the difference in proportion of posts with common objects in posts that have underage faces and
in the posts that do not have underage faces.

N = 9,910 N = 9,910

Object In % Posts with Underage Faces In % Posts with Non-Underage Faces Difference

bottle 41.463% 34.299% 7.164%***

dining table 10.121% 9.213% 0.908%**

cup 8.234% 9.203% -0.969%**

cell phone 10.464% 10.444% 0.02%

book 10.989% 7.598% 3.391%***

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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Table A.8: Underage, Disguising, and Common Objects

This table reports the difference in proportion of posts with common objects in posts that have underage faces and
in the posts that have disguising.

N = 9,910 N = 22049

Object In % Posts with Underage Faces In % Posts with Disguising Difference (Underage - Disguising)
bottle 41.463% 31.444% 10.019%***

dining table 10.121% 10.041% 0.08%
cup 8.234% 9.660% -1.426%***

cell phone 10.464% 8.105% 2.36%***
book 10.989% 7.461% 3.528%***

Statistical significance levels:∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
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